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I have followed hounds both mounted on horseback, on foot and as a gun now for many years
 and i have seen, several times over each season, instances where one or two hounds who are
 working away from the main body of the pack, who have scented a fox in woods or brush cover. 
 I watched as the fox knows they are there and calmly just lies down and remains motionless, the
 hounds have passed back and forth, within a few feet of the fox and have not managed to get
 the fox to leave the cover, until that is, the main body of the pack arrive.  Only then does the
 sheer volume of number of hounds seem to flush the fox out to the guns.  I can only liken this as
 to what has recently gone on in Brussels, where if the police send in one or two of their force to
 try and find terrorists then these terrorists will simply "disappear"  as in ....go into hidding until
 the police lose interest.  However if they send in the whole force and the army then there is a
 much higher likelihood that they will find their quarry.   it makes total common sence to me that
 there is a much better chance of finding anything if there are a lot  of "  searchers"! Albeit with
 army searching for terrorists. Or hounds searching for foxes.   sent by Wendy turnbull,
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